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About This Game

A brilliant but misunderstood professor, you've been to the Tree of Life, and lived to tell about it. Only no one will believe you.
Your students have even begun to make fun of you… Until an elderly gentleman shows up at your door, and your whole life

changes once again.

Are the Three Stones really a portal to another world? Find that out and more as you follow your colleague's trail to track down
the truth of his strange disappearance. Explore beautiful, strange worlds, and watch out for surprising twists that will leave you

wondering. If the tiara fits…

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Play the bonus game to bring back the Sun Diamond!
Find collectible dog biscuits and flitting fairies!

Get soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers, and concept art
Read more in the Lore Book

Use the available Strategy Guide
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amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's edition. amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's edition
walkthrough

Great game with nreally imaginative there environments, lots and lots of objects to interact with and a story that so far is quite
good. It all makes up for an amazing experience that everyone should try out.

There are still a few bugs though. Had some problems with not being able to unlock doors and the sonic screwdriver thingie
getting stuck in the lock. By accident I found out that by going through a door physically and then restarting the game you can
glitch through.
Also, although the puzzles are easy and there is lots of help, it is more difficult to figure out where to go next. I have been
everywhere from the kitchen in the basement to the observatory but can no longer figure out where to go next - please include
tips on where to go next!
Also, as many others have been pointing out, movement is a bit slow!. Easy and fun.. Great software, works fine, on all my
computers and notebooks, could handle 2000-8000 picture easily. This is the fastest solution for now !! Using it for 5 months
already. Recomend it for sure !!!.. A good game.
There are not so many games in that genre and I'm happy to see that indie developers are working on that.
Best luck to that game :). Tales of Escape is my favorite spooky puzzle game in VR so far.

The best part in this game I would say was that I was able to play it with my friend which made the gaming experience so much
better.

Got quite of few scares and chills out of it - by just playing the free part of this game which is the first level. Now considering to
get the other parts of the game as well in the future.

For free games totally recommend to try this one - not sure if it is worth of buying yet. Will update the review when done so.

xTzharkz [Eric].
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I play games for fun. So I avoid games that focuses on grinding - I just don't have the time for it.

Unfortunately, Event Horizon is one of such game.

I still try to bear with these games by cheating the grind, usually hacking the money. So I can focuses back on the gameplay.

No joy with this game tho - it uses Unity engine AND it's anti cheat feature.

It's gonna take significant effort to hack.

If you enjoy grinding, feel free to buy this game.

If you're like me; just wanna play games + don't have a lot of free time - then avoid this game like plague.. Low FPS for
absolutely no reason.. When i saw that Beat Hazard 2 is on steam in early access on my ex's birthday to be exact lol. I love the
Beat Hazard so i just had to get the 2nd installment. Though after playing it for almost an hour. It does not feel any different
than the first installment to me. I really love the open Mic so you could play music from any music app but right now it does not
seem to work that well for me. Have to restart the song about 3-4 times before it registers in game and i can finally play that
song from google music. I know this game is in early access right now and I can see it grow in a better beat hazard game but
right now I cant recommend it if you have the older beat hazard. If not, get this one then. I am honestly thinking of getting my
money back for this game cause i think ill probably stick with the old version but at the same time I might support this game and
see where it goes. Why do i have to be so indicisive lol. Oh yea game also seems to crash on me alot, something about this game
having ransomware behavior so it seems to shut down after i play a song from google play.. The people making the game went
out of business, so Episode 2 will, to my knowledge, never be released. So if you are looking for a game which will eventually
be updated or even finished, look elsewhere.

Episode 1 itself is rather unpolished, and although it can be fun, it's not worth the price considering the story will never be
resolved.. nice ! good to have this game back !!. Great game! I played it for 9 hours, and i got all the achievments. Totaly worth
the 4.99E. I love these types of games!
In Toledo we have an actual real life escape place with different options. Loved doing it with my friends and any time I see an
Escape Room VR game I have to get it.
This is probably the best one out of the group I've tried in VR!
GET IT!
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